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Lucas Com.pletes Gov't.Audit;
Book-fixing Fiasco Spurs Act
By Robert Byrn

Release of the financial report following:
also cleared the way to the
- that the Government mainRepeated attempts on the part Government of the $23,260.00 tain a receipt book to record aU
of the University's administra- balance of the optional student incoming funds;
tion to secure a financial audit of Activities Fee collected by the
- that checks cashed be more
the Student Government's books administration. The administra- fully documented as to the
for the fiscal year 1971-72 have tion had collected a total of $38,- nature and reason for a parfinally succeeded with the 260.00, $15,000.00 of which was ticular expenditure;
release of a financial report paid to the Government in
- that records of expenses be
prepared by University Con- September of 1972. The remain· broken down into more fully
lroller William J. Lucas.
ing $23,260.00 was withheld pen- detailed catagories;
BDdget Gelllerally Soallld
-that printed numbered checks
ding completion of a financial
The report, completed one audit.
be used in all lransactions.
week prior to the Christmas
Figures supplied by Mr.
recess, indicates, according to a
Lucas indicate that nearly
letter sent from Mr. Lucas to
500 students, from a total
Student Government President
student population of 2,446,
Steven Mednick, "that the finandid not pay the Activities
cial records of the Fairfield
Fee.
The completion of Mr. Lucas'
University Student Government
adequately represent their finan- report may be highly instrumencial position as of June 30, 19'12." tal in lessening the aura of
Nevertheless, Mr. Lucas pointed mystery and suspicion which has
out that the University could not surrounded Student Government
Andrew Heath, head of the
LlFE-SAVER - Security of£icer James C. Dolan is pictured
certify an oUicial audit of the spending policies during recent Music Division, Fine Arts
receiving a certificate of commendation from fonner University
Government's books, since Wor- years. or late many members of Department, has announced
President Rev. William C. MclMeS, S.J. for recently reviving a
mation relating to total Govern- the Student Legislature have that, in response to general stustudent's respiration. The student, who was suffering from shock
ment income for the period was voiced concern that Government dent demand, and with the in·
and convulsions, has since recovered.
incomplete.
fiscal practices have reflected valuable support of the Student
irresponsi611ity and ineptness on Government, EVENINGS OF
the part of officials within the MUSIC, the popular series of inGovernment's
executive fonnal conCi!rts initiated last
branch. The legislators have also year Is returning with a series of
been critical of what they con- four varied and unusual concerts
sider to be the secretiveness of in the Oak Room, beginning in
the Student Government Presi- February.
On Wednesday, February 14,
dent and Treasurer in their
maintenance of Government Eric Salzman will bring his
financial records.
QUOG MUSIC THEATER. a
In its final issue of the first "total theater experience". to
semester the UlIIlvenlty Voice the Oak Room.
revealed that large-scale
FollOWing him the next
tampering
with
the week, on Friday, February 23,
Government's financial books by the AMERICAN CHAMBER
Mr. Mednick prevented an InBALLET, under the direction of
Feb. I, 1973 dependent accounting finn from cboreograpbe:r Joel Beojamin. a
Vol. 3, No. 16
fAilflElD UNIVElSITY. fAlIRElD, CONNlCTICUT
wmp&eting an audit during the young, dynamic company
summer of 1972. The incident representing the new generatiQll
prompted
Government in the world of dance, will perTreasurer Robert Kunces to ap- form a wide variety of
proach JOM M. Hickson, Vice numbers to mosic by comPresident in charge of the posers like ProkofieJ:,
University's Business and Tchaikovsky, Couperin, BUffy
Finance Division, who promised Saint-Marie, and even
that he and Mr. Lucas would "Switched-Qn Bach," which they
prepare the audit without do in bluejeans.
Then in March, on WednesBy a wide margin the general noted that the necessity of sub- English Department to sit on charge.
Although, according to the day the 7th, there will be an
faculty voted at its initial mitting a mid-tenn grade serves the University Council.
The two will assume seats Lucas letter, the financial report evening of jazz, when Chris
meeting of the second semester as a check upon the teachers that
last Thursday, January 25, to they are maintaining Ci!rtain vacated by Dr. George Baehr "proved that the books of ac- White, string and electric bass,
counts correctly stated the finan- and Jimmy Owens, trumpet and
abolish estimate grades for aU academic standards in their
<Continued on Page 3\
cial position of the Student nugelhorn, and other members
students except freshmen.
classes.
ActJoo Would EUmiDate
His apparent support of the t t111l1 BULLETlN .. lUlU Government within a variance of of a quintet from RHYTHNM
Formal E.timates
present estimate procedure may
The Ulllivenity Voice has less than one dollar," Mr. Lucas ASSOCIATES wiJI demonstrate
The action, if approved by be taken as an indication that Fr. learned that none of the recommended that a number of the Afro-American experience in
Rev. James Coughlin, S.J., the Coughlin will refuse to imple- Presidential candidates have fil- changes and improvements be music.
University's Academic Dean and ment the faculty's recommenda- ed petitions in behalf of their can- implemented in future financial
Rounding off the series on
Acting President, would tion regarding estimates. The didacy. This failure may delay transactions and record-keeping. Wednesday, April 4 will be the
Pos,ible Improvemeatl
eliminate the current practice of Dean and Acting PresideDt did the elections indefinitely pending
eIclusive
Connecticut
Among the more important appearance of the renowned
formally sending estimate point out, though, that be would action by the Student
salure1lions made were the HAMBURG
CHAMBER
grades to a student and his be qUite willing to employ some Legisla......
ORCHESTRA, directed by
parents at mid-semester. means other than the current one
Friedrich Wuehrer, who will be
However. the tenos of the of Wonning students and their
touring the United States and
faculty motion stipulate that a parents of mid-semester grades.
Canada this spring.
student may request his teacbets He emphasized that parents are
Although the public is chargto submit a fonnal mid-tenn es- especially desirous of knowing
ed admission to these concerts,
how their children are perfortimate if he so desires.
students from Fairfield Univer·
Attempts to eliminate estimate ming in school and should be insity are admitted free, with
grades for all students failed fonned of academic progress
presentation of 10 cards. All
with the adoption of an amend- sometime during the tenn.
ment offered by Rev. 1bomas
concerts are scheduled for 8:15.
Presently, estimates are sent
McGrath, S.J., of the Psychology to all students and to the parents
The atmosphere is very inforDepartment. Fr. McGrath's of students under 21 years of age.
mal, with students encouraged
amendment, supported by a The mid-term grades are not
to sit on the noor and engage in a
sizeable number of freshman sent, however, to the parents of
dialogue with the performance.
teachers and advisors, specified financially-independent students.
Coffee and punch will also be
that mandatory estimates be
served during the performances.
StDdent-Faculty Complallllt'
retained only for freshmen
In the past both students and
students. Dr. Robert Fedorchek faculty members have complainIIU
U
UIIIIIIUU IIU
of the Modern Languages ed that estimates are not a true
Department had originally reflection of one's probable final
Today Is primary electlolll day.
proposed that the mid-term grade since they are often based
StDdenls will be voting amoug
grades be abolished for all on minimal class work. Teachers
three candidatrs, Kurt Ahlberg,
students.
..frequently base the estimate
Edmund Uamso., allld J~pb
Mid-semester grades have grade on only one test or paper.
HasleD, for the Stltdeat Governbeen a source of controversy In addition, they argue, the esmeDt Presidency.
among both the student bOOy and timate deadline (about the sixth
The t_·o call1didates with the
general faculty for many years, or seventh week into the term)
greatest Dumber of voles will
but repeated efforts to eliminate creates a compact period of midparticiPate in a final ruJM)rr electhem have met with opposition term eiaminations, when
tiOD next Thursday.
on the part of the administration_ teachers cram tests and
Polls will be OpeD througbout
assignments.
CoaghliJI OefeDds Practice
the day 1111 the Campus Center
At Thursday's faculty meeting
In other action taken at the
IS HE DOWN IN THE DUMPS? - Voice FAilor-in-Cbief Robert
basemeDt acrolS from the
Fr. CoUghlin strongly defended faculty meeting, the teachers
Bym stands amidst what appears ~ be a dumping ground for the
mailroom.
the practice as "essential to giv- elected Lester Silverstone of the
University MaintenanCi! Department. The lrash ....rea, located
ing a student an idea of bow he Is Graduate faculty and Rev.
behind the football field, has become the focus of recent COmPlai~~"~~~:::"...
[rom local residents. For additional pictures see page 6.
a;a 1111 I ~ p
doing in the classroom."
He also Albert -Reddy, S.J., of the
,

Concerts
Announced
For Terlll
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Faculty Vote Proposes
Estimate Elimination
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Senate Freezes Funds
Pending Fiscal Review
By Peter J. Fallon
Political CorrespondeJlt
In reaction to Student Association Budget mismanagement un-

der the administration of former
Student Government President
Steven Mednick, the Fairfield

Student Legislature at its Tuesday

meeting

voted

overwhelmingly to freeze all
funds of the executive budget im-

mediately.
The legislature which has
demanded budget accountability
on the part of the executive
numerous times, as well as a
release of the audit of the Student
Association budget by the Director of Finance of the University.
John Hickson, finally checked the
executive branch of the Government by its landmark vote.
Executiye Funds Frozen
T!l.e eUects of this piece of
legislation will immediately be
felt by all executive departments
seeking funds for their activities.
Among those departments feeling the effects of the freeze will
be social and cultural affairs,
student services, community action, government operations, and
the Fairfield Free Press and
Review.
Moreover, all unpaid bills ac·
crued by the Government will remain unpaid until the freeze is
lifted. This will include all phone
bills acquired by the Government
from phones located in the rooms
of Steven Mednick, and
Treasurer Robert Kunces, and
the Student Government Office.
No Renovalions
In a related piece of legisla·
tion. the legislature passed a molion forbidding any additions or
improvements to be made in the
Student Government Office in
the basement of the Campus
Center in accordance with the
freeze of all executive funds.
During the course of debate on
this item of legislation, it was
revealed to the surprise of the
legislature that Denise O'Brien
and John Mekrut, both former
legislators, had been paid two
dollars per hour for work within
the Student Governrfl.ent Office.
Both students were also given an
unlimited accessibility to
stationery orders charged to the
Student Government. Both Miss
O'Brien and Mr. Mekrut worked
for a total of thirty hours and
were paid sixty dollars. According to Miss O'Brien, both
workers had no specific office
duties other than cleaning the office and putting it in some
semblence of order.
The legislation to freeze all executive funds stems from the
confusing and conflicting financial reports submitted by
Treasurer Robert Kunces. Until
the Government audit, completed late last semester by
University Controller William
Lucas, has been thoroughly
studied, t..i.e Student Government
will have to wait for an exact
clarification of the status of the

•

June Tour
To Europe_______
28 day tour through seven European countries
for only $575.00
This low price includes traveling by bus, sightseeing, accommodations, and three meals daily,
The tour will be undertaken in
June. We will visit cultural
centers such as: Berlin, Vienna,
Dresden, Prague, Munich, Koln,
Salzburg, Mstria, Trieste, Italy,
Budapest and relax some days in
the beautiful Alps of central
Europe (mountain climbing,
swimming).
Inexpensive vacationing for
Ulose who wish to stay longer
can be arranged alter Ule tour.
For more information see Dr.
•}Jukvic, Can. 28 or Call Ext. ~.
·"-"'''~''i_'''i~.~. ~

••~ -._.-.-J

treasury. Most legislators expressed the hope that the budget
issue would be clarified by the
Presidential election day at
which time legislationwill be filed to lift the freeze.
Canet Acting President
In other actions during the
meeting, Representative Terry
Horan motioned that Student
Legislature President Richard
Canel assume the reigns of ac·
ting Student Government President in accordance wiUl constitutional stipulations, until the
Presidential elections. This action follows Steven Mednick's
decision to attend American
University in Washington D.C.
this semester.
A second motion was made
that Mr. Mednick return all accoutrements associated wiUl his
former position. According to
Representative Joseph Hasten,
the former Chief Executive
removed a typewriter from the
Student Government office and
brought it with him to
Washington. Mr. Horan also
stated that Mr. Mednick had failed to return keys to the Student
Government office and other
related items upon his departure.
The legislation will also call for
the disconnection of the phone
paid for by the Student Govern·
ment in Mr. Mednick's Far East
Room.
Positions Filled
In further legislative action,
new elections were held for the
position of Majority Leader,
vacated when Brian Newhallielt
Fairfield to attend American
University this semester.
Nominated for the position were
Eileen Lynch from the Southeast
district and George Stone from
the commuter district. FollOWing
the nominating speeches, Miss
Lynch captured the post in a
close ballot, 15-14.
The legislature also approved
Thomas Fitzpatrick to fill a position on the Student Court from
the Junior Sector. Anne
McDonald was approved to fill a
Commuter vacancy in the
legislature.

In addition, the Fairfield
Legislature overturned a
previous piece of legislation initiated by Mr. Mednick concerning his refusal to send student
members to the Residence Hall
Study Committee.
On October 9, 1972, Dean
William SChimpf, Director of
Student Services had requested
Mr. Mednick to appoint three
lstudents to an ad hoc committee
which had been created to investigate all a'spects of
Residence Hall living.
As part of his critical' policy of
,Student Services, Mr. Mednick
refused to send students to that
committee and received
legislative approval of his actions. The legislation passed
Tuesday evening, however,
reversed the legislature's
previous stand and called for the
appointment of three student
body members to Ule Residence
Hall Study Committee.

CAUGHT RED-HANDED - A spot-check of fire alann terminals
has revealed that many have been coated wiUl a fine black powder.
The powder, which turns bright red upon contact with water or
perspiration and is removed from the skin only after repeated
washings, has been introduced to identify students suspected of
tUfTling in false alanns.

Announcements Show
Candidates' Positions
JOSEPH HASTEN

finished, much less even started.
To be sure, the only substantive
accomplishment of the Student
Government under Mr. Mednick's reign was the Teacher
Evaluation Program, and he had
absolutely nothing to do with it.
In addition, the President of
the Student Government has continued his barrage of rhetoric
Edmund Harrison
calling for tri-partite and a more
active participation of students
During the last two years the
in government at this University.
students of Fairfield Univ. have
''0
Some of Ule work be bas done
witnessed a sready decline in the the office are contingent upon my
here is commendable, but
leadership of the Student personal disgust and dissatisfac"hi
h
t
Hon with the past rCCQrd of Ule
wo
ess, as e nega es any
headway made when he refuses
Government. Attacks on apathy executive branch of the student
1I0W
=y ~~ili:~c~~Il~~e:~:~:~: government. Throughout the past
tbo da.
pa~ilcipatiboon nl° n Tnoh~year, the students at this UniverIn mg coonCI s or
a s. IS
not only typical of a snobbish, sity have been more discredited
tactic has gained us the antipathy
elitist attitude but is insulting.
b th'
' I d _...
and loss of respect from Ule other
The reign and dominance of
y
elr executive ea er,,.,lp
two sectors. Unfortunately. this
these politicos must come to an than has ever been imagined. The
rhetoric of Mr. Mednick's has
end.
stagnation, platitudes, dishonesbee
d 'ed
h
tY,and hypocrisy thatbaveexudn more e5lgn
to en ance
Once again, politics is in the ed from the ,tudent e,ecuI,'ve
his own political career. I insist
air at Fairfield, and it is time for
that th' t d ts h Id h
ave
leadership stifle any shred of
e s u en s ou
those do-nothing political
been able to decide for
rhetoriticians who accomplish credibility left between it and the
themselves where Uley stood,
noUling else but a weekly exer- students. It is no wonder that
d
ha I gth th
Id
they laugh and grimace at the
an to w t en s ey wou
have gone Mr Medn,'"k', abor
cise in parliamentary procedure
On Monday, January 22nd,
sanctimonious antics of their stu.....th
to come down off their high
live strike,. and his announcee University bus began making horses to make statements that dent association presidency.
ment to the news media outside
a tour of the campus every 15 are politically ripe, They usually Then, adding self-righteousness
I' ' t h
kh
minutes, primarily to transport
to dereliction, it is charged that campus proc aiming e wor e
students to and from classes. get elected and once their egos th
d
had done were again a calculated
are satisfied, Uleir ma,oy came stu ents are apathetic. While attempt to inflate his ego, at the
The schedule is from 8:45 a.m. to
do,'ng nothing themse!ve,'
the f th
'
3 p.m. Monday through Friday. pa;gn promises seem to fade and Student Government leaders
expense 0
e s t ud en I'
s tnThere is, of course, no charge for the government becomes part of have the brazen audacity to terests. Such action is despicable
the service which is available for the stagnation that is typical of blame it on the students and I trust the students will not
all members of the University.
Fairfield after elections.
themselves! I call on Ule Student tolerate it in the future. Not at
Beginning behind Reg'is
This practice, which now Government to restore its any time has he concerned
seems to be a tradition, must be
himself with Ule bettennnent of
Hall, the bus travels past stopped. (Tbe lIIext Presidelllt responsibilities to its constituen- the students' day to day life.
Northwest, Campion and Loyola mll,t be elected IIOt OD bow maay cy. We can attain the worlrings of Their right to that service has
and heads up to Xavier .Hall. Out nPftm..,es he calli make, bal.. such a duty by casting oot the bee'
ed b h'
d h' I
onto North Benson Road and r-~
ego-insulated corruptionn Ignor
y 1m, an IS athe
.SSIlraJlCf: that be calli ex,'nfested
ha"ks
of
the
Mednl"k
taches.
It
is'
time
for
some
bac k on I 0 campus b e t ween ecate &Del admiDi,trate the ODell
..
..
drastic re-examination of the
Xavier Hall and the tennis he does make,)
regime.
record and future of the Student
courts, the bus travels down to
In the days that tie ahead, the
Mr. Mednick has run Ule gamit Government at Fairfield.
Fareast, circles back to the issue of Ulis campaign will be from A to Z in his monumental
Mr. Mednick's parting shot
library, and heads past the Cam- widely discussed. Students will ineptitude at administering his
was his alleged manipulation of
pus Center to Canisius Hall. be given the opportunity to duties as President; in addition
the financial accounts of the StuFrom there the bus goes to Ule decide whether Uley want a con- to that, he has shown himself dent Government, which he had
Playhouse, out onto Round Hill tinuation of Ule workings of Ule chronically unable to calculate
excused himself for as an act of
Road, and back on~ campus by past admtnistrations or a new the needs and wants of the
altruistic devotion to the
the Northwe;!t park!ng lot. The direction for the future. (l call ~tud~nt~. I remi.nd you of his
students' welfare. Indeed, though
bus goes behlnd'RegIS'~nany and all students before Idea!lstiC expansion of. Ule exhe has not been charR'ed with
all over a~ain.
annfter-tbe-electiolL.J.Qhelp. me ~ubve..board and ~e mtroducfinancial impropriety, he'
This experimental run make the student governmenrl~-o~new-and-en~lghten~~juggled!.!....the_books_in
an_ef!ortO--attempts to ease the parking and Ule student body one and the v~~~ wh~ were gOtng to re~hze
to protect an image he thpught
burdens of commuters, to same.) This will not be an easy hiS ~or.nmltme.nt tocha~g;e. He
he had. The action should have
minimize the number of students task, but with the work of now IS ~n Washmgt.on willing the
been dealUl with harshly by Ule
dri~ing their cars on campus students on all levels and the Ex~uhve branch m ~ shambles
Legislature but it was not. It
durtng the day and, last b!Jt .not support and involvement of all, to hiS successor. ~e faded to hOld" ~ranks as one of the most dastardleast, to ena.ble th~se at Fairfield any goal can be reached. Your mor~ than 1, mm~ you., 1 ~x.
Iy pieces of mischief ever foisted
to l,tet ~y With a httle help from 2Cbelp is needed now and will be ecutlve Board Meetmg hiS ent~re
upon students at Fairfield. Mr.
their fnends.
more so after the election. Stu- te~, ~nd .cannot boast the active
Mednick unbelievably tried to
NORS~ NEEDED
dent Government is in need of pa:t!ClpatIO~ of even 2 of those
cover up the entire incident
i1'14ilUtaald57('OU11trinu>~badly"-' new talent. It is time to reject orJ~lnal .thlrteen. ~ost ha.ve
because he thought it would have
~ll::.al~...~~a::dl~r~ftvl:=.t~ '-the do-nothing snack-bar r~slgned tn sheer disgust With destroyed the role of the
(''bia1'O communities. o'\ppOLadlia. m;,rlllt Labor Lpoliticians and replace them
him.. ~f?gram after program
students here. He is quick to
CIlmpl. WOft; I" ~unit,..,." f_ dinict. dNC
was mlhated and much, was
relolbl111allon nnlen. mobile be.lt~
with someone whose commit..'
..
castigate the Administration and
Volunt.... aye.... QT t ..... Pace Cotpa IIId VISTA ment will be to all the students,
pror~lI~ In the way of drastic tnthe Faculty but seems to feel the
;=rr::~:~~~:t~t:::rnd,,~PP~~I~\~d~ not only himself.
veshgatlon of the books~re, and
Student Government is immune
,"'&I~/NV'._,~
J _ ."
,
'\1121 ....7113
"'I.
• ',' ,_ J ,'-0_
. ~ _"0;.the. .Snack
" , Bar.
,. .Nothmg
" , ' was ~
.. 'ICon "~u ed on Page 31
During Ule past week juniors
Edmund Harrison and Joseph
Hasten declared their candidacies for the position of Student Government President. The
texts of their announcement
statements appear below.

Shuttle Bus
Operating

unit..

---

------

This is formal announcement
of my candidacy for the
Presidency of the Student
Association. It is a decision that
look me a considerable amount
of lime to decide upon; it is one
that I now unequivocally pursue.
In the next two weeks, I hope you
will listen to my comments and
those of my opponents in the
perspective of comparison.
My desires in bei na elected to

III
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Analysis Probes Candidates;
Issues in Presidential Race
By Chris Wal."
The 1973 student government
elections will see the appoint-

ment of the most conservative
student administration at Fairfield within the last three years,
since Dennis Gallagher's activist
campaign in the spring of 1970.
All three candidates are conduc-

major competitors - Boston
College, Georgetown, Holy Cross
- by its failure to do so." But as
to the specific means of achieving power in governance, his
position differs Uttle from that of
the other candidates. "Confrontation and boycotting are
counterproductive. I beUeve in
meaningful ne~otiation with

ting campaigns that are
vociferously anti-Mednick. attacking in particular his ad-

ministration's fiscal irresponsibility. and calling for an end to
the rule of the political elite.
President Mednick's term was
marked by a midnight march up

to Bellarmine last spring in
response to the defeat of the

tripartite constitution, an abortive student strike. and a policy
of refusing to participate on
University committees where
students had no binding power.

/
Kurt

AbJber,

among the student body, as he IS
a commuter who transferred
from Sacred Heart University in
Bridgeport at the beginning of
the year. But he contends, "I
don't think my time here is that
big an issue. I've gone talking
door-to-door in over half the
dorms, and the response has
been very positive, very warm. 1
think the students realize I'm not
soley a commuter candidate."
Besides urging "better accounting of the books" and appropriations "to serve not just
a few but everyone," Ahlberg
has taken the most radical position on academic policies. In his
position paper he called for optional final exams in non-major
required courses, a reduction in
core requirements, and optional
pass-fail grades. He has also
been outspoken on University
governance, saying "shared
responsibility in governance is
the only way to run a university.
Fairfield' is -taging behind its

hr(·ad ris(~
lils"'r
is our .hill~!

le~ple·s
& A V .... G S
•

......... K
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Harrison, Hasten Statements

In direct opposition to this
stance, the candidates this year
are urging, in tones of varying
firmness, a policy of negotiation
and guarded compromise with
the administration in order to
achieve student involvement in
University governance.
Mr. Mednick's term was also
marked during the past semester
by a fiscal crisis which arose out
of incomplete and juggled accounts of Student Government
expenses and which resulted in
the University's withholding
$la,OOO of Student Government
funds collected from the Activities Fees. In response to this.
the candidates are condemning
the corruption of Mednick's actions and pledging new executive administrations that will
be efficient, open, and fiscally
responsible.
The first candidJte to declare
rus candidacy was junior Kurt
Ahlberg who spoke on WVOF the
first day of classes. Monday,
January 22. Offering "a real
difference." his campaign has
been the most extensive and outspoken so far. He has had to contend with relative anonymity

included in the structure, but for
now we should talk." As for his
other opponent, Joe Hasten, he
states "Joe was very close to
Mednick. It's very popular now
to be anti-Mednick. and that's
how his campaign is geared."
Joe Hasten, also a junior, is
campaigning primarily for reform of the Student Government
which he feels was seriously underminded by Steve Mednick.
"His administration destroyed
any integrity the Student
Government might have had
and succeeded in destroying any
capabilities which the office of
President gives to the holder.
Administratively, it was a disaster. Financially, it was haphazard at best." In light of the
fiscal irresponsibility, Hasten
calls for doing away with the ex(Continued on Page ~l

makill~ your

EdmuDd Harriso.
faculty and administration. By
accepting a voice anywhere in
the decision-making process,
even though not included in the
University structure, students
can at least convince the administration to change."
In regard to the other candidates, Ahlberg says "Hasten's
running an anti-Mednick campaign. He wants to throw
everything away and start over,
which would be a giant step
backward. He holds a personal
vendetta against specific people
and specific programs. Harrison
is too identified with Mednick
himself."
Ed Harrison. otherwise known
as Yogi, is generally conceded to
be the frontrunner in the race. In
his one-page position paper, be
stated the theme of his campaign: "The neJl:t president must
be elected not on bow many
promises he can make, but on
the assurance that be can execute and administrate the ones
he does make." He justines bis
call for action by pointing to his
past record. He was a member
of the RHA on Campion 3 last
year where he took the initiative
for providing social activities,
from which came the famous
Bubblegum Tbeater, magic
shows, and guest lectures by
speakers such as Nicholas Dove,
chainnan of the John Birch club
on campus. A junior, be has been
in the Student Legislature for
two years, and last November
directed the student campaign
for McGovern at Fairneld.
He emphasizes a realitic
assessment of the President's
power, and is critical of
Ahlberg's
far-reaching
proposals for academic Teform.
"They are nice proposals, but
they're not feasible. Dropping
mid-semester estimates is feasible because faculty support is
behind it. But the faculty won't
support cutting down the core
curriculum when their jobs depend upon it." As for rus conception of the President's role, he
says "Certai~ things within the
Student Government can be
done. Money should be made
available to small groups, like
the R.H.A.'s, F.A.C., and
M.E.H.P., and then social activities will take place; students
will take the initiative."
Calling for an end to "the reign
and dominance of the politicos,"
he described the present state of
the Student Government as "a
crisis." "The Student Government needs new talent;
legislators who represent the
students." He voiced what may
be general student opinion on
University governance, saying
"We nave to keep !V0rking to be

(Continued From Page 21
from his Criteria. Does he think
that the Students would support
him while he writhes in such
pathetic hypocrisv?
I ask an· 01 yo..:': who have
justifiably written off the Student
Government to grant the
channels extant one more
chance. They have not failed
you; the leadership has. I hope to
orrer you an alternative. An end
to the platitudes. An end to
closed-door policy sessions
removed from your interest. An
end to power brokerage and the
gross miscalculation of your
desires. An end to a budget
drawn up with the stroke of one
man's pen. 1 am going to fight
hard in this campaign to convince you that candidates of your
choice are electable; I am going
to insist on forthright hone5ly
and unbending responsibility.
Among other tbings, the
representation o( students is best
realized in the Legislature. It has
been a productive one, and a
tremendous asset to the majority
of students here. It has
attempted several times to force
Mr. Mednick to account for his
actions but to no avail, as he has
virtually ignored their initiative
in several regards. The power of
the Legislature must be revitalized by a cooperative executive_ I
refuse to tolerate any more constant disregard of the
Legislature's prerogatives by a
tyrannical executive. hell-bent on
augmenting his own power.
The Students want and deserve
a more exciting social life on this
campus - open to all. but they
ended up paying for any and all
such events themselves. Dorm
parties, hall parties and the like
should be subsidized by their Activities Fees. For too long many
socially appealing projects have
been underwritten by the
students' money; it is time for us
to admit that we cannot arrord
these programs. The interests of
the students' has got to take
precedent. In any administration
I take responslblity for, this will
have unflinching priority.
The Fairfield Free Press and
Review, though it has served as
an answer to administratively(unded newspapers, has fallen
short of its intended goals. It has
been a Uimsy alternative.
Seno-usctlOslderation must be afforded the student's views in this
matter. I intend to fight for a
referendum concerning financing
the subscriptions to the paper.
The will of the students here has
been cautiously ignored by
several self-annoited j0U{nalists.
Let the future of the Fr~ Pr~s
be decided directly bY~th'
students.
The students though behind e
principle of tri-partite, have nbt
chosen to implement those propposals by the rather half-baked
methods used by the Mednick
regime. Such approaches as have
been operative in the past must
be reassessed. Cooperalion with

the Administration and the
Faculty will prove most advantageous in the future.) It is a
course I intend to advocate in the
future, elected or not. The
charges of fascism and Jesuit
reaction have grown soggy like
wheaties left lor days in mil~.
Sports, and their concomitant
activities, have been a major inlerest of the students at Fairfield. This interest should be aided not stifled by the directives of
the President of the Student
Association. The tangible results
of lacrosse, Hockey. Football.
and Hugby deserve commendation, and help. if needed by the
government. The services that
they are responsible for far outweigh those of the Government
itself; encouraged cooperation
should serve as the keystone of
activity between the two in the
future.
WVOF, now a proven product
of well-managed funds and wellearned commendation. should remain an arm of communications
in the future. Though independent, any aid the government can
forward to it should be executed.
It and a host of other issues could
be considered here tonight, but
the need for that will be borne out
in the immediate future. (My
hope is that the students can be
regained by the Student Government, and the Government can
be regained by the studenLS. Accomplishing tbat credibility
hinges on the restoration of
genuine services to them, a
strengthening of the avenues of
communication. and a leadership
devoted to their interests, and
not the insulated snobbery of a
clique of self-serving opportunists.)
J ask for your support, and 1 insist that if you dissent whatsoever with the items 1 have discussed in this address, that you
cast your lot for one of my opponents. There is no room for
halfway diplomacy or compromise in this campaign. Chris
Meade and Jack Henschel will
manage" my campaign and I ex-

peet that they will, if I am
elected, join with me in
changing-drastically-the course
of the government of the students
'Jere. If I, expectedly, will be
labeled as a conservative, then 1
proudly boast the label and attachment if it means returning
your government to you. Thank
you.

JOHN I. PiRHAM
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Faculty
(Continue4 From Page I)
and Carmen Donnarumma,
whose terms of office expired
last year.
Mr. Silverstone has taught in
the Graduate School of Education as an Assistant Professor
since 19'10. He served as the
Superintendent of Schools of
BridRe port from 1965 to 19'10.
Fr. Reddy is both an Assistant
Professor of English and a
housemaster in Northwest dormitory. He is a member of the
Presidential Search Committee
which is seeking to recommend
qualified Jesuit candidates to
succeed former University
P:resident, Rev. William
McInnes, S.J.
-Robert ByrD
,
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Endorsem.ent
Since its founding three years ago the University
Voice has followed a policy of refraining to endorse candidates for the Student Government Presidency.
Previous editors, obligated perhaps by the newspaper's
philosophy of serving faculty and administration as well
as student interests, refrained from taking a finn stand

on campus issues which were considered either too controversial or not of significance to the entire University.
During those three years, however, the Voice has
remained a student-dominated pUblication, lbough it
attempts to remain true to its original purpose of being
a tripartite newsoaper. At the same time the power
and voice of the Student Government President have
grown over lbe past tbree years to such an extent that

wbat he does affects lbe entire University. So recognizing the Voice to be a newspaper with a staff composed
entirely of students and agreeing that student interests
are no longer merely their own, but the interests of the
entire University. this year's editors detennined to endorse a candidate for Student Government President.
Each year tbe field of candidates for lbe Presidency
seems to strike any observer as singularly unim~
pressive. And 1973 bas proven to be no exception. Bolb
Mr. Harrison and Mr. Hasten, though their service in
Governmental positions is unquestionable, have run
lacklustre campaigns at best. They have failed to
generate any enthusiasm for their candidacies; they
have neglected to make their views known to the student body lbrough personal appearances aud position
papers; one wonders how much they really care about
the office which they aspire. Should one of them win,
would their administrations prove to be as dull and uninspiring as their campaigns have been?
To be sure Mr. Ahlberg has demonstrated his
eagerness and enthusiasm to make his positions known.
But having come to Fairfield only last September as a
junior transfer student, he finds himself limited by his
inexperience and unfamiliarity with Fairfield politics.
Moreover, his ready affiliation with the commuters,
who seem to regard him as their personal spokesman,
can only lead to speculation that an Ahlberg administration would confine itself to the interests of one group.
which represents only 20 percent of the student body.
[n this year, then, in which the editors decided to en~
dorse a candidate, we find ourselves enthusiastic over
no one. We view Mr. Hasten's Widespread experience in
University affairs as a legislator, member of the
University Council. and former editor of the Free Press
and his apparent willingness to work WITH faculty
members and administrators to be among his most ad~
mirable traits. Bolb Mr. Harrison and Mr. Ahlberg give
the appearance of subscribing to the time-worn and
anachronistic philosophy of "confrontation politics" - a
philosophy which has long outlived any usefulness it
once had at Fairfield.
But even Mr. Hasten has demonstraled in the past
that at times he cannot escape from being a source of
irritation and annoyance to those with whom he must
deal as President. All too frequently as a legislator and
University Council member he bas alienated both
himself and his views.
If we were to urge you to support anyone, we would
say, "Vote for Joseph Hasten." The real tragedy of this
year's election is that there seems to be no one on the
political scene to whom we coulq, say. "We strongly en~
dorsa you."
-Robert ByrD
Kevin Curlin Davl4 Petlinnlcbl

Letters to the Editor
Concert Refund
ProDlpts Suit

·were not used.
The Court, however, considers
Mr. Corcoran's and the Social
Committee's Inconsideration in
_ not replying to Mr. DICorpo's
request for a refund in poor
taste. The Court, therefore, requests that Mr. Corcoran and the
Social Committee refund Mr.
DiCorpo $21.00 as gesture of good
'Iril.J.. This request is not legaUy
biDding but the Court feels that
this gesture 'IIri1J. satisfy aU par-

To the Editor:
On Wednesday, December 6,
1972. the Student Court beard a
case brougbt by Mr. Joseph
OICorpo asking for a reimbursement of $21.00 from the Social
Committee and Mr. David Corooran, the Committee Chairman.
Tbe suit was brougbt fortb ties coocemed and close the
because of certain unused tickets matter from outside litigation.
Roger R. Veraeau, Jr.
for the Sba Na Na Homecoming
Concert held on October 14. 1m
Chief Justice
in the Fairfield University Gym.
Student Court
Mr. Corcoran contested the suit.
Mr. DICorpo's arguments
were that he purcha1Ied several
tickets at a total cost of 121.00
from Mn. Medve. At the time of
purclwe, Mr. OlCo<po said be
To the Editor:
made a verbal contract with
Father James A. Walsh,
Mrs. Medve that tbe tickets
could be picked up at the Campus S.J.. Professor Emeritus of
Theol~, and Director of the
Center Office instead of the bol:
interfaith Center, has very kindoffice at the gym. Mr. OICorpo
ly offered bis services to the
contended that this contract was
broken when the tickets were School as Chaplin for nursing
majors.
removed from tbe Campus
Father Walsb was an early
Center Office to the bol: office of
and
enthusiastic advocate of es-.
the Gym. Mr. DiCorpo further
tabUsbing a nursing program at
argued that Mrs. Medve was a
Fairfield University. He t&upt
legitimate vendor for the Social
nursing students at St. Vincent's
Committee and made a contract
Hospital over a l~year period.
for the Social Committee and
Father resides in Bellarmlne
that contract was broken enHan and bis telephone eItenslon
titling him to a refund of $21.00.
is 369. His office Is located In
Mr. Corcoran argued that Mrs.
Campion Hall, Room 107 and his
Medve was not a legitimate venextension there Is 489.
dor for the Social Committee,
He Is willing to hold office
and. therefore had no right to
hours at times which will allow
make contracts for the Social
students to conveniently avail
Committee.·Mr. Corcoran added
themselves of his coonsel and
that the tickets were available at
support. Right now we have identhe gym bOI: office and no
tified Tuesday, Wednesday and
attempt was made to pick up
Thursday
evenings from 7:00 to
these tickets. The Social Com9:00 p.m. in Father's office In
mittee has a policy of no refunds
according to Mr. Corcoran. It Campion as perhaps the most
convenient time and place for
was the contention of Mr. Corstudents. However, Father Is
coran that the only contract the
anJ:ious to keep the hours and
Social Committee entered with
place
of meetings f1eJ:ible if
Mr. OlCo"," by hi. purclwe of
the tickets was that a concert students will make their wishes
known to him.
with Sha Na Na would be held,
I am very grateful to Father
and this contract was fuHiUed.
for his generous offer to the
Mr. Corcoran also stated that he
&bool of Nursing and I am cer~
was unaware of the agreement
tain that you will be too.
made with Mrs. Medve by Mr.
DiCorpo and that Mrs. Medve
(Mrs.) Elizabeth K. Dolan, Dean
did not leave any special instrucSchool of Nursing
tions on the handling of Mr.
DiCorpo's tickets.
The Court denied Mr. OICorpo's request for a refund on the
grounds that Mrs. Medve was
not a legitimate vendor of the
Social Committee and,
To the Editor:
therefore, unable to make a c0nPleased be advised that there
tract for the Social Committee.
were 226 units of blood collected
The tickets were available at the at the blood bank held at the
bol: office in the gym and it was Campus Center of Fairfield
only through the negligence of University on Wednesday,
Mr. DiCorpo's friends that they November %9, and Thursday,

November 30, 1972.
This was a most successful
blood bank visit and we wish to
thank Mike Farrell and the
members of Phi Kappa Theta
and Jobn Romeo and the
members of Cardinal Key Society for the fine job of recruiting
that was done at the University_
Please accept our sincere
thanks for permitting us to
schedule blood bank visits at the
SiChooI. We are looking forward to
another successful visit in April.

Mn. Nathan Skilnick
1., •••••• 11, •• "

Thanks To
Blood Donors

/
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Research $
Available

Chaplain Aids
ursing Coeds

Tbe Undergraduate- Stu·
dent Research _
Program
will be conducted again for the
spring semester of tbis
academic year according to Dr.

John A. Barone, Provost.
Students in all disciplines
are eligible for support and are
encouraged to apply for funding.
Students desiring funding must
make application to a student
review board. The board will be
responsible for the review of all
applications and the allocation of
all funds.
The closing date for
applications is February 9, 1973
Interested students shOllld contact their selected faculty ad~
visor and start preparing their
proposals for submission as soon
as possible. Department
chairmen had been alerted to the
probability of funding for the
program during the examination
period.
Dr. Fred Lisman of the
Chemistry Department will act
as program coordinator and
faculty liaison between tbe
review board and tbe Prov08t_
Interested students sboold obtain
application forms from Dr.
Lisman (Bannow 30!1) or from
the Chemistry Department office (Bannow 316). Completed
application forms can be returned to either office.
To support as many participants as possible. while k~
Ing their support at a meaningful
level, Individual allocations in
the past have beeIl limi~ to
about $100. Allocated funds may
be used for out- of-poetet expenses but not as a stipend.
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·Enthusiasm. Lost?
The next Student Government President must face
several unpleasant realities. For the past two years the
Student Government has been controlled by persons who
lacked the ability and the desire to continue the reforms
needed by the student body. The most recent Student
Government President twisted the organization into a'
machine controlled by himself and _his allies. He then
never used that machine for anythingout""his own personal eggrandizement. The next President hopefully will
-return-this government to a course that will enable it to
listen and work for the university's student body.
Perhaps the new president can begin to regenerate the
enthusiasm for university progress that seems to have
been lost in the past two years.
Among the three announced candidates Kurt Alberg
seems to demonstrate the best capabilities. He has so far
shown the most interest {or the job. In the legislature, he
has demonstrated clear thinking and a willingness to
listen. The other two candidates have yet to show any
enthusiasm {or the task and no one bas developed a plat~
form of positive goals. The Student Government sorely
lacks a leader.
If any of the three candidates want the job let him
develop a platform of specific programs with which the
student body may judge his desirability_
Terence Horan
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Other Views
Not Part of Elite
As 1973 begins Student Government at Fairfield
University presently enjoys perhaps the least amount of
public esteem of any time in its history. Tbe Student
Legislature spends mucb of its time in endless, often
meaningless debate primarily limited tn matters of internal organization rather than to those of universitywide interest. While the Legislative functions ineffectually for the most part, it is the executive brancb that
most clearly reflects the malaise currently afllicling
Student Government. For it is typical of the present
slate of affairs that througbout the term of the current
chief executive, a small group of student-politicians
have run Student Government with little or no regard
for the wishes or opinions of the average student. This
political elite, more concerned with personal or group
interests than with the welfare of the public as a whole,
bas become nearly totally unaccountable to anyone but
themselves. Major decisions such as the allocation of an
$11,000, executive budget are made by a small clique in-near total secrecy. Thus is it any wonder that the Med~
nick administration has been marked by such occurrences as a fruitless "march on Bellarmine" and the
disclosure that the president had forged an entire set of
student government financial records while passing
them off as originals. Next week the annual election for
President will be held, an election whose outcome could
decide whether or not Student Government will be able
to halt its present slide into oblivion. The political elite
has already begun to tout certain individuals for the
Presidency. Yet a continuance of the ineptitude and
lack of accountability that has marked the tenure of recent student government presidents will only be
furthered by such candidates. There is however, a candidate running for President who is not a part of any
political elite. A candidate who is committed to making
Student Government responsive to all the students. A
candidate who if elected, would not continue the current
practice of making major Student Government
decisions in the snackbar surrounded by only a handful
of advisers. A candidate named Kart Ahlberg. IT we are
ever to insure that Student Government finally begins
to fulfill its sole purpose for existence to serve the
students, lhen Kurt Ahlberg must be elected President
of the Student Association week.
• George M. Stone Jr.

Harrison Will End Politics
This campus has witnessed. a crisis of leadership in the area of Student Government during this just-passed year. We were treated 1.0 a fine exhibition of political
-.back-stabbing wbereby the participants succeeded in stalling any meaningful
legislation or programswhicb might have lent a credibility to Steve Mednick's administration. The outcome of all this brouhaha was an alienation of Student Government from the students and a magnification of the sophomoric activity which
characterized the Student Government all year long.
In February, we must fill this void in leadership when we elect a new President of
the Student Association. We must elect a President who will end tbe pretentious
politics now being practiced by the Student Government and above aU else we must
elect a hard worker who will gladly accept the drudgeries of that office. In myopinion, Ed Harrison will more than amply fuUill those prerequisites which the next
President must possess.
Both opponents of Mr. Harrison, Kurt Ahlberg and Joe Haslen, have unfortunately
continued the present practice of idle rhetoric and searing condemnation of individuals within the Student Government, in their quest for the Presidency. Recently, Mr. Hasten used these politically ripe vituperative remarks in lambasting the
Mednick administration. He said, "We can attain the working of such a duty
(reforms in Student Government) by casting out the ego-insulated, corruptioninrested hacks of the Mednick regime." This political sophistry represents all that is
wrong with Student Government today - a plethora of in-fighting, bickering, and seUdefeating rhetoric.
On the other hand, Ed Harrison approaches this campaign with this one sentiment
in mind - return the Student Government back to the students. Steve Mednick,
former President of the Student Association, endorsed Mr. Harrison with these
words, "Ed Harrison will bring a new breed of people into the Student Government.
He appears to command an excellent rapport with the 'average Stag', who seems to
have been discouraged by some of the more pretentious people now presiding in the
legislature." If Ed Harrison is elected, that "rapport" will be the critical dimension
in unifying a hadly factionalized student body.
- Mark DUDDing

Candidates View Pres. Race
(Continued From Page 3\
ecutive budget altogether. "AU
funds should be controlled by the
legislature. Any funds the executive branch needs should be
granted by the Appropriations
Committee. as with any other
organization." This year, out of
a total budget of $35,000, the eIecutive budget amounted to $21,000. Another cefonn he would
implement is the reduction of
Mednick's thirteen man eJ:ecutive board to four positions:
RHA, Residence Hall, Attorney

Apathy StUI Strong Colloquium
As the second semester slowly unfolds, we find that a
number of changes have occurred at our university. A
temporary president has been appointed to replace Fr.
McInnes, talk of abolishing estimates has increased,
and although the enrollment has decreased, such conveniences as new mailboxes and shuttle bus service
have been added. One thing however has not changed,
and that is the consistent apathy and strong lack of interest in all factions of university life.
Apathy is prevalent at all schools, and to an extent
is to be expected, yet not in such epidemic proportions
whicb can be found at Fairfield. There is little sense of
pride in being a part of the university community, in
fact, feetings are quite the opposite. True, the work load
is great, yet not so great as to deprive one of attending
an occasional game or going to a meeting once a week.
In fact, the only spirit on campus seems to be that
which is contained in a tall, brown~tinted bottle.
There is one exception to this theory, that being
basketball games. Attendance at the home games is excellent, almost phenomenal, possibly due to the fact
that the games are free and the student body deserves
to be commended. This is the first of many steps involved in the extermination of disinterest at FUirfield.
In this, our twenty-fifth year as a university, we
should strive to rid the academic and social disinterest
which plagues our campus. Clubs and organizations
should promote new memberships so that all members
of the community may help it to function properly. And,
most important the social life of the university should
be improved so that the general atmosphere can
become more pleasant.
True, Fairfield University is not a school of universal
prominence, but if the people not associated with the
school know that Fairfield students are interested in
and have some pride for their school, perhaps the situation will chan~e.
- David PettiDIcchi

To Center
On Africa
The Department of History
will present its JIel[t colloquium
on contemporary problems this
evening, February 1 at 8:00 p.m.
In the Campus Center mezzanine
lounge.
Two native specialists will
discuss the present problems and
the future prospects of the
African continent.
Mr. Hadara Sisay is at present teaching in our Modem
Language Department. He is a
native of Gambia, of distinguished tribal ancestry, and fonnerly
an instructor of modem African
languages for the State Department.
The Department of History
takes pleasure in welcoming for
the (jrst time to our campus the
newly-appointed cbainnan of the
History Department of the
University of Bridgeport Dr.
Alfred Gertelny. Dr. Gerteiny is
a native Algerian of f'rench
ancestry, and is considered one
of the counry's leading experts
on the problems of North Africa
and the Middle East. At present,
he is a special consultant to the
State Department on African affairs, and frequently is called
upon to make special factfinding lri'ps to North Africa for
the State Department.
The colloquium is a conver·
sation. Most of the session is
devoted to student participation
with the participants leading
the discussion.

_.......
General, and Social Committee.
Otber tasks, such as communicatioos, would be handled
by several official advisors approved by the Legislature.
On other issues, be calls for
Student Government funding or
social activities. "Students have
been forced to·pay for their parties - hall parties, donn parties,
parties in the Oak Room. The
Student Government ought to

subsidize these." In academiCS,
he supports the concept of a core
curriculum, but one not as expansive and containing more
choices within certain requirements. He is for student in·
voIvement in University governance, and fought to reinstate
students to their positions on the
University Council and the
Judiciary Review Board which
they had resigned under the
Mednick Administration. But, if
elected, he says, "Calls for participation in Government will be
pusbed aside and made secondary, until the Student Government proves it's worth its salt."
With respect to the other candidates. Hasten says Ahlberg is
capable, but doesn't have a feel
for the students after only four
months on campus. "He hasn't
had enough time to adjust to the
rather complicated situation
here." He agrees with Harrision
on the purpose of the Student
Government. but disagrees on
the participatory policies of
students in University governance. Also, he feels he is the
mosl experienced candidate,
having served one year as a
reporter covering the
Legislature and the past two
years as a representative.

Holiday Trips Abroad
Await Univ. Travelers
An exciting new travel
program has been developed by
Fairfield University for its community offering international
travel at prices not available to
the general public.
All costs include air fare,
transfers, 1st class hotels, and
breakfast, plus a pre-departure
travel kit with sight-seeing
literature.
The current program includes:
·Flesta '73 - Ten days on sun·
drenched Costa del Sol, Spain's
fabulous southern coast. First
class hotel in Torremolinos. All
inclusive rate Includes
breakfast, transfers, sangria
party, sightseeing, etc. Departure - March Z3. Cost ..... dOlIble occupancy, . . quadruple.
Special rales for children accompanied by parents.

I

·CarrlbUD Holiday - One
week at Montego Bay, Jamaica,
in deluxe Holiday Inn Hotel, with
breakfast. miles of sandy
beaches, superb golf, tennis,'
fishing and a welcoming cocktail
party. Departure - May 11. Cost$245.
~ ..Ical Italy - A very unusual ten days in Rome and
Florence designed especially for
the art lover. a unique behind.the-scenes program where you
not only see the treasures of early Christian History and
Renaissance Art, but also meet
leaders or the Roman and
Florentine Art communities at
private receptions, tours, etc. includes the lovely hill towns and
villas of Tuscany and aD elegant
dinner in a 15th Century hunting
lodlite outside F1~.
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Not a Pretty Sight

gr~nd on the northern edge of the University campus
has become the repository of paint buckets. lounge chairs, safety
glass fragments. bed springs. and even the old coffee house piano.
The Uaiversity Voice urges the Maintenance Department to heed
the complaints of local residents and clear the area.

The dumping
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WVOF Plans For
FM Broadcasting
By Jill Obert.bbesiDll;
In''a recent interview, Stan
Hiriak. station manager of
WVOF. indicated that the radio
station's proposed expansion to
FM broadcasting could be com-

THE MOST ADVANCED
PRODUCT SINCE THE
~
TYPEWRITER WAS
INVENTED! NO MORE
ERASING. COVERS MISTAKES
INSTANnY AND QUICKLY!

SPELLright
~

for the antenna. Both Regis Hall
and Bellannine HaU are being
considered. However. the localion of an antenna on the latter
would cost about $2000 more for

pleted as early as late March. the transmitter's remote meterBut a more likely dale would be ing equipment. since the
next September. with test transmitter must be located
programming scheduled to be near the antenna.
conducted during the month of
There has also been some dHJune.
ficulty in finding a clear enough
The current stumbling block day in order to take aerial photos
arises from the delay involved in of the sites under consideration.
the Student Government's The photographs were finally
attempts to obtain a financial taken several weeks ago, though
audit. Because of this delay the and are now beinR-sent to the
station received its monetary ap. FCC.
propriation only last Thursday.
With expansion of WVOF to
Having secured from the fM broadcasting, the station
Board of Trustees the necessary would broadcast to listeners as
approval for institution of the far as ten to fifteen miles away
fM addition and for collection and would reach people in the
next September of a mandatory surrounding communities of
five dollar fee from each student Bridgeport. Fairfield, and Westto insure the needed funding, the port. The new frequency of the
station has determined that the station will be within the range
estimated $12,500 to be raised in of educational programming thaLmanner -bald he adequate-.between_88_ancL9..2 on the FM
in coveringllie re essentials of dial. It is probable tharfhe
the proposed expansion to FM. station's call letters would be
The money would be u.sed to changed, and at the moment,
cover part of the cost of the variC?us other names are being
needed transmitter, as well as COOSldered.
for purchasing a new console arid
As for future programs on the
for soundproofing the studio. An- FM station, they will include
nual upkeep for FM broadcasting such current educational shows a
would ron about $8000, as op. "Speak Out" and "Perspec:posed to the present $2000 a year tives:" since ~ regulations
being u.sed to maintain the pre- require a certain amount of
sent AM station.
educational programming. It is
At this time, WVOF personnel also likel,Y that other educational
are still in the process of filing sbows wtll be initiated and that
an application for FM expansion coverage of University sports
with the Federal Com- will be expanded and improved,
munications Commission.
although the station's basic
A major problem hampering policy of offering progressive
their progress has been the dif- rock will not change conficulty in finding a suitable site siderably.

TOTALLY NEW·

SELF CORRECTING TYPEWRITER RIBBON
This is the most needed advance since the typewriter was invented. Every messy, smeary
lypewriter eraser hits the waste basket. No more erasing. The bottom half of this
marvelous ribbon makes errors disappear withoul erasing. To make your correction back
space, shift ribbon selector, and retype the error. The white ink makes the error
completely in....isible. The ribbons make excellent gifts. NO COD's. Cash, checks, or money
orders.

-----------------------

Pl..se send me the quantity
of ribbons checked below.
If not IIItisfied, I will return
ribbons within 10 days for
full refund.
01 RIBBON
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TEACHING TEACHERS

Intralllurals

'62 Chrysler
33&1718

Intramural Director Gary
Marzolla announced that
registration for this year's
basketball intramural program
will remain open to all interested
groups up until 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
Since only 35 playing nights
will be open at the gym from
Mon. to the final exams. the

I

amount of total intramural games
has been reduced from last
year's total of 320 to only 180 for
the upcoming season. Consequently,the basketball program
has been restructured into a 16
team Major League and a 20
team Minor League.
The Major League, of Floor
repre_~D!3tJon._agc;l. Qr.ia.n)~ed
IConlinued on Page 71
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J.V.'s Nipped By
Yale; Edge Braves

TOM GILMAN - soared into MIHL high scoring list with 1 goal and ~ assists last week.

Icem.en-Nassau Battle
Preceeds NHL Contest
By Debbie MODClllo

This afternoon at 5 p.m. at
the brand new Nassau CoUiseum
in Uniondale, Long Island, the
Stags of Fairfield University will

meet Nassau Community
College In the major ice hockey
tilt of the season. The two clubs

are arch·rivals, since Nassau
beat out Fairfield for the
Metropolitan Intercollegiate
Hockey League Championship
last year in the final play-off
game by a score of 6-4.
Stags In Second

Nassau currently occupies

third place In the Eastern Division of the M.I.H.L. with a 7-1-2
record. The Stags gained sole
possession of second place in the
M.I.H.L. West as the University
of Bridgeport and Fordham
University skated to a 4-4 tie
recently.
Fairfield currenUy boasts a
~:HI record this season.
The
Stags have been scoring an
average of 6.1 goals per game
this year. while the Fairfield
defense is allowing an average of
only 2.5 goals to go into the Stag
net. Nassau is averaging 4.5
goals per game. while they are
having 1.9 goals scored against
them.
Flyna OD McCarUlyCoacbed All-Star Team
An M.I.H.L. first will take
place on Sunday. February 4 at 8
p.m. as an M.I.H.L. All Star
team tates on the New York
Greenleafs Senior Hockey Club
at Kings Park, New York.
Representing the Fairrield
University Hockey Club on the
roster will be freshman Joe
Flynn. Flynn is currently among
the leading scorers in the
M.I.H.L.
Coaching the M.l.H.L. All
Stars will be Dr. John McCarthy

of Fairfield and Jack Dorsey of
Nassau Community College. All
twelve teams in the league are
represented on the squad by at
least one team member. Three
players on the N.Y. Greenleafs
are fonner M.I.H.L. members
and will be returning to the ice
to meet some of their old opponents.
In a non-league match on
January 20 in Storrs, Connecticut the J.V. Huskies of the
Uni~ersity of Connecticut
defeated the Stags by a score of
6-5 in overtime.
Topps Wagner Club
Last week, the Stag Hockey
Club soundly defeated Wagner
College by a score of 11-2 in
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Paul and Rolland Fillion
scored two goals apiece, while
Tom Gilman tallied five assists
in the high scoring barage
against the Wagner net.
Alan O'Connell managed to

Intramurals
(Continued From Page61

score Wagner's only two goals of
the match against Stag goalie
Terry Hinchey.
Fairfield out-shot Wagner by a
wide margin of 39-15. Wagner
drew eight penalties totaling 24
minutes, while the Stags rect!ived only three penalties for a total
of 6 minutes.
The Stag Icemen will be returning to home ice for a game
against the Rams of Fordham
University on February 9 at 9: 15
P.M. at the Wonderland of tee in
Bridgeport.

Bonnies

(Continued From Page 81
ture's, is pacing the poor
shooting Bonnies in free throw
percentage with .75. The 6'S"
senior will start up front along
with 6'4" sophomore Bill Moore
(9.7 average). Moore led the
freshmen in both scoring and
rebounding last year.
Another sophomore, 5'10"
Steve Hocker (7.6 points) teams
with recent starter Jim Wallace,
a 6'3" senior, to spearhead the
Bonnies' tight z.:J zone defense.

clubs, will be divided into two
equal conferences, American
and National Each team will
play every team in their conference once plus two interconference opponents. The top
four teams in each conference
will compete at the end of the
season
in
a
doubleelimination playoff.
The Minor League is a more
loosely constructed league open
to various groups. It too will be"
divided into two conferences and
then each conference subdivided
into two divisions. A single
elimination playoff featuring the
top two teams in each division
will conclude the Minor League

By Peler P. BerardiDO
"eleemosynary" line.
This past week the Jr. Stags of
In the .second half, Fairfield hit
Fairfield welcomed the Braves only 5 of 14 foul shots. For the
from Quinnipiac and the Bull game they were 12 for 26 against
Dogs from Yale.
Yale's 17 for n. The turnovers
In the game against the were 24-17 in favor of Fairfield
Braves, the Stags saw a nine or should J say Yale. The game
point lead at half-time dwindle was a dog eat dOf{ contest, or
and tied many times by a Brave should I say Bull Dog eat Stag
squad on the warpath. The Stags contest with Fairfield ending up
got that lead in the first half in in the dog house.
many ways. First they out-shot
Quinnipiac (Fairfield shooting
DOWN
18-33 for 55%. while the Braves
1. Stag's leading foul sbooter
were only 13 and 38 for a dismal
34%). Quinnipiac beat the J.V.'s (at least four attempts) as of
in a category they didn't want to, 1129/73
namely turnovers (l().3).
1. Album
Possibly the Brave rebounding
3. To leave
was the thing that kept them in
S. Tni
the game. Quinnipiac out·
6, Greeting
7. Limb
rebounded the Stags 2J.15.
The Braves came out of their
8. Tallest senior on Basketball
teepee (or locker room) steamed team
up and sent smoke signals of
10. Rugby Club destination durpossible impending doom. The ing Easter break
13. Planet of the _
14 Powdernnff Bowl Champs
Stags did, however. manager to
win the game.
. r18. Stag's trainer
Walter Hutcbinsqn, not playing
19. Intramural Director
one of those games to
20. To compete
remember, was guiityor missing
22, Stag basebaJrs second
many chances of icing the game baseman
for Fairfield. With ten seconds
23. Bob Warzecha's Stag
left in overtime, and the Stags up Hockey position
24. Scored 27 points against
by two points, Hutch went high in
the air and pulled down the Seton Hall
29. Fairfield's Alumni Rugby
game-winning carom.
A few that helped in the defeat learn
were Al Fermeglia, who had 24
31 _ pickle
points and 11 rebounds, and Herb
33. C. Donald Cook's job (abRhaburn, who had 17 points. The br.)
Jr. Stags were almost scalped,
34. World Health Organization
but ended up victorious in a 87-85
36. Statute
close shave.
38. Hockey linesman's call
The Stags dropped a foul·filled when player preceeds puck
contest to Yale on Saturday by a across blue line in offensive lOne
57-52 score. At the end of the
42. Scouted Ironmen's opposigame 56 fouls were called tion
44. Hole _ one
against the two teams. Thirty of
the fouls were called against 46.0kay
47. No. of fouls which puts a
Fairfield forcing three men to
the bench with 5 fouls (the hoop team in the penalty situalimit). This left the coach with tion
no substitutes and two men on
48. Position of the man in the
the court with 4 fouls.
middle of the Rugby scrum
SO. _-Ho Cocktail Lounge
The first half saw a surprise
team leader in the person of
51. Above
Brian Sagedy. Sagedy played
52. No. of Icemen career vienear flawless basketball in half. tories in MSG
He connected for seven points in
54. Fairfield Eleven's First
the stanza. Walt Hutchinson also League game opponent
starred for the JV by .scoring 10
SS. Nickname of opponent when
points and pulling 5 caroms Ryan set single basketball game
down. The lead see-sawed in the assist record (16)
half with Yale having a slight
58. Rugby Club's President
59. Leading scorer in Pistonlead at the half, 31-29.
The second half was like the 76'ers clash in FU gym
first. partly because of the
61. To pamper
62. Ulegal and costly pinbaU
amount of rouls called in the
half. The second stanza saw maneuver
nobody on either side shine.
64. College football team
Perbaps the one thing that kept fonnerly coached by Tris Carta
65. _ Knievel
the Stags in the contest was the
68. Rhymes with penny
failure or Yale to put the ball in
the hoop. They were 3-23 in the
69. Amplitude modulation
second half. Both squads scored
70. General Electric
73. Initials of Ironman who
on 20 field goals and thus the
re bc e • at a t 'l;h:'''';SC:O~~'od;;.fi=,""I~TD~iioli;;i''ii'ii''''ii;;
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DON'T GET CAUGHT SHORT
STOCK UP NOW

AT THE LIQUOR BARREL

.

"

Don't Forget Listen For Us on
WVOF
The Voice of the Liquor Barrel

Carl JackSCMI
S1. Bonaventure's has posted
wins over Baltimore, Canisius,
Villanova and Bowling Green this
year while dropping one to
nationally ranked Duquesne and
to common foe B.C. by a 78-65
score.Coach Larry Weise's team
holds a 6-1 series advantage over
Fairfield, including a 9$-76 win
from last year.
The Stags, who have seen four
of their five losses occur to
teams ranked in the top 30
nationally by United Press International (Providence, South
Carolina, St. Joseph's and
Murray State), will be paced by
senior captain George Groom,
sporting a 17.8 scoring average
after moving into third place on
the all-time scoring list with !3
points in the Boston College win.
Groom, who owns 1,219 career
points, trails only Frank
Magaletta 0,399») and Bob
Hunter 0,315) in his quest to
become the all-time Stags'
scorer.

"~"

WALT "DUKE WAYNE" HUTCHINSON - playing the role of captain of the cavalry, comes to the rescue by holding down the fort (or
basketball) during a last minute attack. by the Braves.

..

..
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Sports Review

Sharpshooting Stags
Down B.C. Eagles
It almost seemed lite Fair·
field and B.C. excbanKed uni~onns

at halftime last Wed.

night, but the men in maroon and
white came out on top. by a 69--65

score.
Backcourt males John Ryan
and George Groom engineered
the Stags' biggest win at the midpoint of the basketbaU season

over a reknown B.C. team, that
bad boasted of a victory over St.
Bonaventure and overtime wins
against St. John's and Villanova.
Groom 0. Tarld
The near perfect shooting of
~room keyed Fairfield's newly

Incorporated fa,tbreak offense

to a 46-34 halrtime lead. The 6'2"
captain Connected on 8-9 shots
from the field and 5-6 from the
free throw line. being the main
reason for the Stags' torrid field
goal percentage of .62.
The Door generalship by Ryan
directed Fairfield's U--6 spurt
over the Eagles early in the
game when B.C. held, what proved to be its last lead, at a 5-4 ad·
vantage. The Stags' discovered a
new part of the court, tbat area
known as the baseline. and un-

locked the back door entrance
for a majority of their points.

A 2-2-} zone defense employed
by the Stags' gave up the outside
shot, but the cold shooting by the
Eagles prevented them from
taking advantage of it. Junior
gua~ ~,ere Nolan hooped 13 pts.,
but 6 0 playmaker hit only 40%
of his jumpers.
EaJl:le. ClaanJile In Mld-Fllghl
B.C. 's light man to man

AN A,U--OUf EFFORT - by John Ryan prevents 6'6" Mart
Ratennk from grabbing a rebound in the Stags 69-«l win over B.C.
defense and strong rebounding
lead by 6'6" Dave ~alker, swung
momentum to .thelr side as the
~gles methodIcally managed to
lie ~ .score ~t 62 all with 3: 45
remaining. Fairfield lost its first
half temro wh~n B.C. "stole"
~e Stags runmng offen~ early
In the second st:anza, forCing the
maroon and white to come down
and set up after the more fre-

V
ags
a.
c
St
t MSG ace
.
Peacock s, B OnnteS
The Stags. who posted an impressive 69-6S win over Boston
College. will tangle with streaking Detroit tonighl at 9:00 p.m. in
the second game of a Madison
Square Garden doubleheader,
host St. Peter's Saturday, and
travel to face St. Bonaventure's
on Wed.
Detroit sported an 12'" mark
prior to tonight's clash with Fairfiel~. The Titans have swept
their last games, including St.
Peter's, 77-64; Xavier. 79-73;
Western Michigan. 57-55;
Southern Illinois, 62-«1; Bowling
Green Wednesday, 67~; and St.
John's, Minn. on Sat., 81-52.
The Titans also notched the title of their own Motor City
Classic with triumphs over
Denver,
84-72,
and

Massachusetts, e~~r.·aIlr:::1II

~

Tom M.nIII
Coach Jim Harding has four
s.tarters averaging in double
figures; 6-0 senior guard Tom
Marsh (14.9), 6-7 junior forward
Owen Wells 03.9, HI senior
center Gerald Smith (12.8) and 65 senior forward Preston Pace
01.8) while 6-0 junior guard
Chester Wilson (8.1) rounds out
the starting five.
'?et.roit, which will be facing
Fmrfleld for the first time-ever,

is paced in the rebounding
department by Wells (9.7) and
Smith(9.10). Manhattan will host
S1. Joseph's in the opener of the
Garden Twinbill at 7:00 p.m.
Roster Cbaages
St. Peter's, 6-11 going into the
Feb. 3 Fairfield encounter, has
had problems this season, losing
6-4 sophomore Cornelius Barker
and 5-10 junior guard Pat Bradley
with injured knees and 6-7 junior
Richie McPherson and 6-5 senior
Bob O'Reilly through academic
ineligibility for the remainder of
the """"".
The Peacocks have given
powerful teams strong battles as
evidenced by narrow losses to
Detroit, Tl-64: Fordham, 108-98;
Jacksonville in overtime, 96-89;
and Florida Southern 72-64.
Starting for first-year coach
Bernie Ockene are eJ:pected to be
6-4 senior Harry (16.9) and 6-7
senior Richie Fuller (9.7) at
forwards, 6-10 junior Tom
Abrahamson (6.1) at center, and
5--11 freshman Tom Wise (9.9)
and 6-2 senior Ed Cierski (6.9) in
the backcourt. Sixth man Juan
Jiminez, a 6-11 sophomore,
sports a 14.3 ~oring average and
paces the Peacocks with a 10.7
rebounding norm.
51. Peter's holds an 11-7 edge in
the series stan(ting between the
two schools, despite and 83-82
Fairfield win la!l season.
Viail Buffalo
The Stags for the second time
this year visit'the city of Buffa!g..
in hopes of knocking off anU 51.
Bonaventure team. ~
The Bonnies led by 6'9" junior
Glenn Price, a 20 pt. scorer and
10.1 rebounder, have played their
opponents on even tenns this
year. The Buffalo team has
averaged just three more points
than its opponents while shooting
exactly the same from the field
146%) and holds a slight team
rebounding average of less than
one a game.
Captain Carl Jackson (19.1
scorer). who became the
eleventh man to score more than
1,000 points for St. Booaven(Conlinued on Page 71

quent Eagle basket
Ray Kelly's i~slde drive
regained the Stags' lead with
just over three minutes remaining, and Fairfield scored its last
five pts from the charit st·
to ice the victory.
y ripe
The victors, on the strength of
the backcourt perrormers upped
its record to 8-5 Groo'
ho
took only three shots inmUtew!econd half hitting on one, sco.... a
game-high 23 pis., and. pull"
down a team-high 7 rebounds.
Ryan followed with 5 rebounds
and passed off for 11 assists

Coach Bob ZurreJato surr......
his eighth loss in 14 ouliDp. Four
men in double rigures Nolan
Walker, Kilcullen, and Raterink:
paced the losers' attack.
Walker's all-around performance of 15 pts. on 7-15 shooting
12 rebounds and four assists
stood out for the B.C. Eagles.

_....

BOSTON COu.EGE - 15
FG Fr TP
Nolan
6 5 17
Walker
7 1 15
Kilcullen
6 2 14
, 0 •
Amtett
Ulrich
2 0 •
5 1 11
Raterink
Totals
28 9 ..
FAIRFIELD - .
FG Fr TP
Groom
9 5 23
1 0 ,
Bogad
Bradley
• 0 •
Rogen
• 0 •
1 , •
Ryan
,
, 6
Duffy
Kelly
3 3 9
Rehn
3 3 •
Totala
%7 15 88

.

Flnt prile wUl be IWO ticket. for die Februry ZZ perforDlllDCe of
die Playbouse prodOCUOII of THE Pal'TlNG SHED, ud a $5 glfl
certificate from die Uaiverslly Voice to be .sed al lJIe L1qllOr
Barrel. De flrsl correct eDtry received will be dettpakd the
wilmer.
wmer wiD be CCNltllcted Immediately &Del 8III1lIlIIOUCemeal will be made fa tbe Febnaary ZZ i.sue of die Voice. Declsioa of
lbe judles wUl be fiDal. OaIy Fairfield Ullivenily ItDdeall utd
faculty members are eil.cJ~; editors of lite Voice .... dtDR wbo
complied ~ laformatfoD are DOl elillble (Debbie Moagi1lo Tom
Faranda. Tim 8)TDe, JoIuI PuuriDo).
I
Please ..balIt ntries to box _ .
40. Mothers _ Invention
ACROSS
41.
Hockey Club President
1. Coached Detroit Pistons at
43. Basketball Iron
F.U. gym
. 45. Marist Football team
4. Hockey Club Captain
9. George Muscio lead the nickname
48. UCONN _ ies
Ironmen in the last _ at the last
49. Stag's Hockey League
practice
52.
No. of Harriers victories
Ii. Atmosphere
12. Football lineman who took last season
53. Stags S.I.D.
Nursing 21
56. No. of goals scored by St.
I:». The _ Roggen
John's against Icemen
16. Pennsylvania
57. The Purple Knights
i7. Past tense of lead
58. Returned to Stags sports
18. Poetry stanza
21. Rugger's 17-7 victory was scene arlet a year or absence
60. Led Iroomen in unassisted
over this team
23. Absence of refs at this grid tackles against New HaVeD
63. Pro-football tackle, _
game

n.e

24 Article
25.Homecoming Gridiron
M.V.P.
26. Knock-out
28. No. of converted football
field goals this season
30. _ to Billy Joe
32. Uncooked
35. Lacrosse advisor (first
name)
37. First soccer M,V.P.

•. Ev

•

Bacon

66. Bowling target
fil. Soccer caU wbell rout is
nullified and control of ball is
maintained
71. _ Saybrook, Ct.
72. Sea serpent
74. Word ending
75. Kenefick Award winDer
76. Stag's SiJ:th Man
77. Identification
(Continued oct Pa

•
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THREE CHEERS FOR ~w. UNIFORMS - the Fairliekl Slqetts appeared stylishly attired in new
sweaters and snazzy plaid skIrts as they lead the spirited crowd in last Wednesday's B-ball game.

